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A COMPARISON OF RT7ADING VOCABULARY AND READING
COMPREHENSION SKILLS BETWEEN BILINGUAL AND

MONOLINGUAL CZECH-AMERICAN STUDENTS

Robert J. Bolick, Ph.D.

The Stady

The study was designed to investigate whether reading

achievement differed between bilingual and monolingual

t:rc7.1ps cf the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades in several

Texas schools where the Czech-American culture is signifi-

cant. For this purpose, 63 bilingual students in grades

five, six, and seven were identified in several central

Texas communities in the fall of 1973 and compared with

monolinguals having Czech surnames or Czech-American back-

grounds on the basis of cnronological age, grade level,

sccio-economic status, sex, intelligence, and reading

achievement.

reed For the Study

A thorourh review of t:-Ie literature revealed that bi-

lingual studiez rarely aressed thcamselves to the Slavonic

immigrant in America. This was especially noted with the

:.zech-Americans. Research which dealt with possible effects

of this group bilingual ability on corTlitive learnin;.: in

American schools was conspicuously missing.
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By utilizing the findings of a previous researcher, who

had systematically estimated the number of Czech speakers in

each state, it was ascertained that Texas was 2nd in the

nation in the number of Czech speakers. As a result of this,

:he study to analyze the impact of Czech-American bilingualism

on the academic area of reading was initiated.

Determining Czech-American Bilingualism

A bilingual scale, which measures the degree of usage

of a foreign language at home and also a method commonly

utilized in bilingual studies, was not used in the research.

Instead, students of Czech background were asked questions

selected from a well known individual intelligence test but

translated into the appropriate local Czech dialect. 1

logical answer to the question, either in Czech or English,

inferred a knowledge of the language to a degree of under-

standing entire conversations. Followup interaction supported

this premise. Briefly, the bilingual group consisted of

those students who answered questions given to them in Czech.

The monolingual iT.roup was composed of the students who were

unable to respond to these questions. The latter group was

also of Czech background.

r.7riln Stens of the Study

After the communities were selected, every fifth, sixth,
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and seventh grade student of Czech-American background was

interviewed to determine bilingualism and monolingualism

and also to collect demographic data. On the basis of

bilingualism, two groups were formed and were administered

the Cooperative Inter-American Test of Reading, Intermediate

Level - A E. The reading variables of vocabulary, compre-

hension, and total reading scores along with several demo-

graphic variables were used to compare the groups with ap-

propriate statistical procedures.

Research Questiols

In order to determine the differences between the mono-

lingual and bilingual groups at the fifth, sixth, and seventh

grade levels, the design calls for testing the following

research questions:

1. Is there a significant difference in vocabulary

scores between the bilinguals and monolinguals?

2. Is there a significant difference in reading com-

prehension scores between the bilinguals and monolinguals?

3. Is there a significant difference in total reading

scores between the bilinguals and monolinguals?

4 Is sex a significant factor in total reading scores

between bilingual and monolingual groups at the three grade

levels in this study?
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5. Is there a significant correlation between total

reading achievement and socio-economic status?

Results

As indicated by Table I no appreciable difference be-

tween bilinguals and monolinguals seemed to exist. Further

inspection did reveal a difference between the males and

females in the variables of vocabulary, comprehension, and

total reading. An analysis of variance was carried out and

a significant difference was found in the above areas and

approached significance in the area of intelligence (Table

2). Therefore, supplementary analyses were carried out

separately for male and female. As depicted by Tables 3

and 4, no significant difference was found between bilinguals

and monolinguals with neither the females nor the males in

any variable.

Socic-economic status was found to be significantly

correlated with reading ability. Even by holding intelli-

gence constant, this finding remained significant (Table 5).
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Table 1

Mens and Standard Deviations of Male and Female

Students on Demographic and Reading Variables

Variable

Male Female
Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Sample Size

Age 11.8 1.13 11.7 1.06 11.9 .83 11.8 .93

Grade 6.0 84 5.96 .79 6.1 .78 6.2 .79

Reading Vocabular, 55.82 9.95 53.85 10.99 57.60 6.30 57.91 7.58

Reading Comprehension 45.87 9.06 45.86 8.26 48.04 5.63 48.42 6.43

6 Reading Total 101.68 18.35 99.71 18.38 lo5.64 11.52 106.31 13.30

Socio-economic-status 41.26 8.58 38.07 12.69 37.30 12.01 39.91 10.02

Intelligence 100.89 12.30 100.48 14.03 102.56 12.61 103.47 12.23



Table 2

Analysi Of Variance on the Demographic and

Reading Vaiables of Male and Female Students

Variable Mean
Female

Mean
Male

Age 11.83 11.74 0.611 0.558

Grade 6.18 6.97 4.805 0.027

Reading Vocabulary 57.85 54.34 9.998 0.002

Reading 48.34 45.86 7.730 0.005
Comprellen51on

Reading Total 106.18 100.20 9.792 0.002

Socio-economic-
status

39.40 38.88 0.157 0.694

IQ Intelligence 103.29 100.58 3.051 0.077

Wilks LAMBI3A 0.722

D. F. = 7- and 274.

F-Ratio = 15.045 P = 0.00

Root 1 38'44 Pct. Variance
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance on the Demographic and Reading

Variables of Bilingual and Monolingual Female

Students

Variable
Mean for Females

Bilingual Monolingual

Age 11.88 11.82 0.084 0.769

Grade 6.12 6.19 0.186 0.670

Reading Vocabulary 57.60 57.91 0.043 0.829

Reading Comprehension 48.04 48.42 0.079 0.776

Reading Total 105.64 106.31 0.059 0.803

Socio-economic-status 37.28 39.90 1.292 0.256

Intelligence 102.56 103.46 0.105 0.744
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance on the Demographic and Reading

Variables of Bilingual and Monolingual Male

Students

Variable
Mean for Males

Bilingual Monolingual F

Age 11.76 11.73 0.023 0.872

Grade 5.00 5.96 0.060 0.801

Reading Vocabulary 55.81 53.84 0.955 0.668

Reading Comprehension 45.86 45.86 0.002 0.958

Reading Total 101.68 99.70 0.329 0.573

Socio-economic-status 41.26 38.07 2.077 0.147

Intelligence 100.89 100.48 0.027 0.864
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Table 5

Language Sex Age Grade Vocabu- Compre- Total Socio- Intel-

lary hension Read- Economic ligence

ing Status

Language

311-Mono 1.00

Sex 0.076

Age -0.013

Grade 0.015

Voc. -0.030

Comp. 0.020

Total -0.008

SES -0.026

0.012

.......w...m.

1.00

0.046 1.00

0.130* 0.806 1,00

0.185** 0.117 0.262** 1.00

0.163** 0.023 0,168* 0.822** 1,00

0.183** 0,079 0,230** 0.963** 0.943** 1.00

0.023 0.030 0.093 0.284** 0.288** 0.300**1,00

0.104 -0.118 -0.029 0.635** 0,650** 0,672**0.332** 1.00



coNoLuteNn, PI.PLICATIONS A!M RECOMENDATIONS

Corclu:lions

It tr, concluded that Czech-American billrf.,uals read as

well ae., Ozech-A7erican monlini:uals. This ccnclusion rents

uion the findings that the fifth, :ixth, and seventh grade

bilinguals In this study sccred equally as well on a stand-

ardizi--1 reading test which Included the variatls of vocab-

ulary, rl'a1 ir4-, c,:,rvreht!nslon, and total reading when ccm-

r-nolinFuals of the same grade levels and who came

frcr7 the ethni( and socie-economic-status background.

Further, the factcrs for cosTarison of the subjects revealed

a between the two groups which enabled the utIl-

'In of a rylatively 1-ure analytic aroach.

A r. cc:c'luf-,icn Is that ft'rales read b,:tter than

711(-7, 1:-rt;cctive of tilingualisn. ThIn Is tased u4:on the

fct tha't Lh lr.mal and rcnollrgual frr-,ales scored

,(-,nist(-ntly higher on the two-;.'art reading test administer-

ed in this F..tudy than the bilingual and ronolingual nales.

Tht.:2 ffrAIngs of the rending vocabulary scores J..nd reading

ehrn-.Icn sr-oretl nf the ferales in this study are con-

with the results of several current studies dealing

th ri-IThr age sub:rots. Althouirh not as pro7inent, this

rcvfaled n the ccrparing of intell',gence
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scores based on group tests which dictated the use of the

ability to read as a condition for determining of 'intelli-

gence scores. Again this is consistent with the findings

of recent research which studied sex differences in 1n -

telligerce test scores.

The third major conclusion may be drawn from the results

of the correlation between socio-economic-status dnd total

reading ability. The findings revealed that the sarple

ic.pulation In this study is not unlike other populations,

as f:vldenced ty prior stucfes, In that a higher socio-

eccromic-status seems to indicate more advantages which

al,-)1,e persons to read more skillfully than persons of a

er sr-cis-economic-status.

It Is hli,7h1y i.7sIb1e that one of the lingering ques-

tions which confront parents of an ethnic background is

ccn.trrA fc7r the ratIvP effects of bilingualism of their

child tJr1 u;(_:n academic skills which are gained through only

2ne lnr -age. Thin investigation s.howed that the bilingual

, orei equally as well cn A standardized r,7:ading

as the rcrolingual stulentn, indicating that bilingual-

I te ccnsIdered a hanlicap for these stutents who

atle to underrtard structured test questicns presented

in the Czech la gunge. In view cf the fact that these



dents were compared to students of the same ethnic surnames,

apprehension of possible retardation of reading skills

as a result of bilinguallem should be lessened.

In elementary and secondary educational settings if

which these bilinguals are a part, teachers and adminis-

trators may well consider the postponement of far-reachlng

judgeents of potential academic competencies, especially at

early elementary levels. Cf equal importance to school

officials, those bilingual stud-nts may be capabl-, of fur-

tne!r to a grelter degree of

profIcic:roy. The further expansion of this potential would

not crly 7sfy the purposes of language preservation as

sui..;crted Ly :mry remters of the Czech Community, but would

provide an additienal avenue of academic growth for these

etudents.

Universities in Texas are attempting to prepare teachers

of the Czech anguai7e to fulfill this need, but at best have

been c-ly m derately successful. Planners cculd consider

the possib1li4 of improvising individualized programs in

the Czech language targeted at Czech-Anerican students

rather than programs replicated from Czechoslovakia. In

addition, the ma,!ority of the teaching staffs of the schools

in th!s study Included Czech-speaking teachers who may te

willing to particip te In intensive courses for certifica-



tion and establish courses of study In Czech 1r Czech-

American bllinual students. Administrators would possibly

be more receptive to this method as it would not dictate

further financial appropriations for the program at local

levels. Another consideration may be the establishment of

mini-courses not usually included in the courses of study

In the schools and organized in such a manner az to enable

the use ef resources located within the immediate community.

It Is highly probable that a number of citizens who are

quite proficient In the Czech language would be willing to

participate in such a project. It would not only bring the

community into a closer relationship with the school, but,

as stated previously, also would not er all too great an

experditure of funds.

At the university and college level, Czech apparently

is n t regarded as a language for research by the various

disciplines. On the other hand, Russian, a language quite

t serious students who are proficient in Czech,

does erjoy this status. This particular aspect and in-depth

study cf the occurrences of taccalaurete level research made

1.-,y a mstery of a foreign language could be taken

Into account by officials of higher Institutions of learning

in their final consideration for the Inclusion or exclusion

a foreign language course.
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In the area of research, the findings of this study are

based on the results of the administration uf one standard-

ized test which measures reading ability and which was

deemed sufficient in this situation. Future researchers may

consider the inclusion of variable:, such as numerical com-

putation and creativity while other researchers could

enlarge psychological dimensions of Czech-American bilingual-

ism. Future studies could include other areas of Texas

which are similar in Czech ethno-cultural characteristic

and consequently lend further input into the generalizabil-

ity of the findings in this study. A dire need is evident

in the area of longitudinal studies which would be directed

toward children at earlier ages than the subjects in this

study to ascertain whether a Czech-American bilirgual

bridge exists at these particular ages. Longitudinal studies

targeted at secondary students could include within their

desi(7n5 the type of occupations which are pursued by Czech-

American bilinguals and give new information concerning the

advantages and worthwhileness of bilingualism. An analysis

of this and previous research indicates the importance of

accounting for sex and socio-economic-status even when

other comparing factors are similar.
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Recommendations

As suggested by the conclusions and implications

mentioned in this chapter, this study makes the following

recommendations and addresses itself to Czech-American

bilingual families, educational institutions, and future

researchers:

(1) In those homes where both English and Czech are

spoken, the speaking of the Czech language should be con-

tinued and encouraged. There are no indications that this

activity is disadvantageous to reading ability in school.

(2) Schools, in which bilingual Czech-American stu-

dents are attending, should make positive efforts to main-

tain this source of communication by offering opportunities

to these students to cultivate this skill. These schools

should employ qualified teachers in this area, utilize cap-

able Czech-American teachers already employed on their

staffs, or use available community resources in attaining

this objective.

(3) These schools, mentioned above should be cognizant

of the bilingual circumstances of these students and not

make judgments of placement or programs based solely upon

this factor.

(4) Community colleges, located in areas where the

Czech-American culture is significant, should continue

18



their efforts to perpetuate the recent notable increase in

Czech language course enrollment by expanding their pro-

grams.

(5) Universities should consider the offering of the

Czech language in full awareness of the student population

they serve, the enrichment qualities of the language, and

its position in the Slavonic family of languages, some of

which are highly critical as tools for research.

(6) Consideration should be given to the Czech-American

bilingual students by state education agencies in their

initiation of bilingual programs.

(7) Research concerning the Czech-American student

shculd be expanded to include more fundamental variables

as:7ociated with reading and further generalize findings

with national norms.

(8) Longitudinal studies of reading, arithmetic com-

putation, and cretivity should be conducted with younger

childrt-n tban tho7,e included in this study. Longitudinal

studies should also be made to determine eventual occupa-

tions of Czech-American bilinguals and determine the role

of bilingualism in their professions.

(9) This study should be duplicated in other areas of

Texas to give additional data as to the generali:ability

of this resenrch.
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(10) The language should be maintained by the Czech-

American community and not be relegated to the increasing

number of disappearing resources in the United States.
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